


Kind of product

Naval BrassNaval Brass

Naval brass used for the parts of vessel heat exchanger, valve and aircraft inhibits dezincfication 

by means of some minor Sn with hot processing and hot forging, so it is widely used 

for those parts required for sea water-resistance. 

Especially, naval brass large plate is recently manufactured by our latest plant since 

we have been relied on the import. The products are now being supplied to home and 

abroad getting high reputation from our customers. 



Cupronickel

Cupronickel used for vessel steam engine, evaporator, heat exchanger, , high performance Condenser Tube, 

etc. is outstanding in its sea water-resistance owing to the alloy which shows excellent processing, anti-corrosion, 

hot forging and welding, so it is good for using at high temperature.

We have supplied cupronickel plate exclusively and recently we started to produce large plate with the latest production 

line since we have been relied on the import for some wide ranges. Now the products are being exported to home and 

abroad getting good reputation. 

Kind of product

Cupronickel



Kind of  product

Roofing Material

The copper had been spotlighted as a building material since long ago (BC 600) due to its wide use in terms 

of the economic feature and design. Moreover, the copper as a roofing material shows different features depending

on the surrounding with the building materials as its affinity is outstanding with the environment.  

Its life span is permanent and endurable to corrosion so it is suitable for roofing material.  Also, it has a feature to represent more

refined roofing style in easy way because the work is easy thanks to the outstanding flexibility. 

Roofing Material



Product`s Profile

The copper and copper alloy coil we supply is produced by vacuum Short Time Cycle Furnace 
and precise milling machines, so we are proud of supplying the best quality product 

with the custom order by processing large (wide) plate which is the only one available 
in our country for the better processing and uniformed quality plate.

The products of Korea Trading & Industries Co., Ltd. are manufactured by a 

through and well organized quality assurance system including the continuous R&D 

and introduction of the cutting edge production line. We will lead the non-ferrous 

material industry with the outstanding products acknowledged by the world.



http://kticopper.co.kr
E-mail : master@kticopper.co.kr


